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Meet an elephant

About the author

Meet an Asian elephant where 
you are! Scan the image of 
the Asian elephant with the 
Stories AR Alive app and 
place it in your space.

Head to www.jinpynlee.com for more fun stuff and freebies, 
or scan the QR code.

Jin Pyn Lee sees stories everywhere: in nature, among people, and even in lines 
and dots. You can easily spot her among trees, elephants, and pouring over 
children's picture books with a silly grin on her face. Also known as Kristine,  

Jin Pyn shuttles her time between Australia and Singapore.

Scan QR code to

Scan QR code to

Did you know?

You can help!

Elephants need you to help keep them free! Here's how:

All elephants are wild, even those in captivity.

Elephants are social. They often give “trunk hugs” to one another.

Many captive environments cannot meet the natural needs of 
these wild animals.

Visit places that let elephants be elephants!
(E.g., national parks and wildlife sanctuaries)

Choose non-contact activities and just watch elephants being 
elephants. It's fun!

Scan the QR code to watch elephants being elephants!

Scan the QR code for more facts on elephants.

Support elephant sanctuaries (a part of the book sales goes 
towards sponsoring elephants in sanctuaries).



The elephant and the tree were the best of friends.
Both were young and not so big...
Then one day, the forest shrilled...

An award-winning, whimsical and poignant tale of
friendship and conservation for both adults

and children.

“A rare classic...” The Straits Times
“Deceptively sophisticated...” Style magazine

(Reviews of the first edition)

Let the stories come alive! Launch the Stories AR Alive app.
Scan the book cover and any pages with this logo.
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